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Even so, he still felt like the energy was 
exceptionally heavy and hard to control. 
When he carved the seals, he was so tired that 
he was drenched in sweat. No matter what 
world avatar it was, they still needed 
to carve ninety-six seals. At that moment, Case 
had already carved thirteen. 
Those thirteen seals had a lot of flaws on them, 
but Case no longer cared about that. He 
wanted to focus on carving all of them 
first. 
The world avatar had a unique point to it. Even 
though ninety-six seals needed to be carved, 
only fifty-seven of them needed to 
use a world avatar. 
Of course, the more perfect the seals were, the 
stronger the world avatar would be. However, 
Case no longer cared about how 
perfect his seals are. As long as he could make 
sure that fifty-seven of the seals could be, it 
would already be quite impressive. 



He did not know what was happening outside at 
all. 
“Aren’t you going in?” A black-robed man from 
the Swelling Tide Continent looked at Jimmy 
and said. 
The man might be from the same world, but he 
was no match for Jimmy and the others. He 
was just an inner disciple from a holy 
grade clan. 
Jimmy was among the higher-ranked chosen 
disciples. The two of them were like an official 
and a commoner. 
Jimmy took a deep breath. The other party had 
already entered Cloud Valley for two hours. He 
should have entered Cloud Valley 
as well since he had an entrance pass. 
However, Jimmy stood in place, not moving as 
he looked right at Cloud Valey’s entrance, deep 
in thought. 
The black-robed man felt like something was 
wrong with Jimmy. He wanted to curry some 
favor but was worried he would say 
the wrong thing. 



Jimmy raised an eyebrow and said, “I’m waiting 
for Case to come out so we can make 
arrangements for the future.” 
They could not let that man off. That man would 
bring disaster to them. Jack had not only 
humiliated Jimmy but threatened 
Jimmy as well. With Jack’s skills, they could not 
let him off easy. 
They had to kill Jack so nothing disastrous 
would happen. The black-robed man took a 
deep breath, feeling Jimmy’s expression 
incredibly scary at that moment. Jimmy looked 
like a demon that just crawled out of hell, and 
was waiting for his prey! 
“In a bit, help me spread the news. Try to get 
the stronger disciples. If they don’t have 
anything important, ask them to hurry on 
over. We can’t let that man off, he’s too 
dangerous!” 
The black-robed man nodded vigorously. He 
realized how serious the situation was as well. 
Jack was like a ticking time bomb in the eyes of 
the Swelling Tide Continent. 



After getting the order, he did not hesitate at all 
as he gathered up their men to spread the 
news. Jimmy remained standing in 
place. 
Jimmy looked at the entrance and mumbled to 
himself, “Who are you? There’s no way you’re 
someone unknown. I’ll definitely 
find out who you are. You went against the 
Swelling Tide Continent, you’ll have to pay the 
price!” 
Jack took a deep breath. After working hard for 
two hours, he managed to carve three seals. 
It was just so hard! 

   
 


